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The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

75 years



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

64 years



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

22 years



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

7 years



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

19 days



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention

Less then 1 day



The average time it took that more then 100 million 
people used this invention In the next 10 years, 

there will be 
more innovations 
than in the last 
100 years

“The speed of change 
has never been 

as high as today, 
and will never be 

as slow again”



6 Trends for the future of Work



1 : Everybody on the (work)floor



World - 2023



W-Eur - 2023



Work population in 2030









“20% of your 
employees is 

neurodivergent 
and needs an 

adapted workplace 
to thrive”

20%



1 : Everybody on the (work)floor



2 : Company culture shift



“Only 13% of
employees are 

engaged at work”13%
Europe - Gallup State of the Workplace 2023 report



“72% of 
employees are 
quiet quitting”72%

Europe - Gallup State of the Workplace 2023 report



“92% of employers 
want to work on EX”

52% before COVID
92%

WW – WTW 2021 employee experience survey



Company culture 
as a 

competitive advantage



Connect to your 
employees

Purpose

Integrity

Sustainability

Frederic Laloux – Reinventing Organizations / Dan Pink - Drive



Let employees
thrive

Trust
Self direction

Mastery
True inclusion

Frederic Laloux – Reinventing Organizations / Dan Pink - Drive



2 : Company culture shift



3 : The rise of AI













3 : The rise of AI



4 : Mental and physical health





“25% of Belgian 
workers have 

physical 
complaints due to 

a high stress level ”

Securex / Job@

25%



“10% of Belgian 
workers have a 

burn-out or are in 
the high risk zone ”

Flemish Government / Securex

10%



“Benelux 
knowledge workers 

are interrupted 
every 12 minutes”

Prof. Veerle Hermans, VUB, 2018

12’



“switching between 
activities makes us 

40% less 
productive”

American Psychologists Association, 2017

40%



The ecstatic state of being ONE
with the problem and the solution





“Allow employees 
to create 

their own recipe”

“everyone 
needs different 
circumstances 

to thrive.”



4 : Mental and physical health



5 : Hybrid Work







What’s in it 
for me?

Reasons 
have changed



Flow, connection, cocreation, 
serendipity, relax spaces, huddles, 

natural virtual meetings,…



Hoffice 
and on-the-go 
when needed

Real community 
and great place to 
work at the office



Phygital meetings

From 2D to 
predictive 
immersion



A fully phygital 
workspace



5 : Hybrid Work



6 : Natural design





Houses filled 
with plants 

make us 15% 
more productive

University of Exeter, 2014



Natural materials 
help reduce stress 
levels and anxiety 

much quicker

University of Harvard, 2019



The way we design 
offices, products 
and services has 

a big impact on 
the world and 

our employees





The HP Dragonfly 
consists out of 75% 

recycled material75%





6 : Natural design



Creating this big impact does not start tomorrow



Building the future of work today



We are futurists

We inspired many 
companies before



Office H-officeOn the go





















University of Exeter, 2014
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Start building tomorrow, today
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